
 

 
 

SVT CHARTER 
 

January 1, 2016 
 

DISCLAIMER: the English version of the SVT charter is provided for public 
information only. 
 

Introduction 

Spécialistes en Valeurs du Trésor (SVT – Primary Dealers in French Treasury securities) are key 
partners for Agence France Trésor (AFT) in managing government debt and cash holdings. As 
such, the SVTs must do business ethically and comply with industry best practices. They provide 
AFT with the services required to perform its duties, which are managing the French Republic’s 
cash holdings and obtaining market financing, at the lowest cost, over the long term and with 
maximum safety. SVTs are selected for a period of 3 years. 
 
This charter governs relationships between AFT and the SVTs and has been prepared in the 
parties’ common interest, which is to ensure the following, in compliance with applicable 
regulations and industry agreements: 

- smooth conduct of primary issuance; 
- maximum liquidity on the secondary market for French Treasury securities and 

maintaining their status as some of the most liquid securities of the euro area; 
- promotion of euro-denominated fixed-income markets in general and of French Treasury 

securities in particular; 
- provision of high-quality and timely advice to AFT, and more broadly to the French 

Ministry in charge of the Economy concerning issuance policy, debt management, 
promotion of the government’s credit quality, hedging the government’s financial risks, 
regulation of fixed-income markets and fiscal management; 

- an objective and transparent assessment mechanism for the services supplied. 
  
Revisions or amendments to this charter shall be made in consultation with the SVTs. 
 
SVTs are members of the SVT market committee and finance its operations. The committee’s 
secretariat is provided by the office of the ICMA (International Capital Market Association) in 
Paris. 
The charter, the accompanying appendices and the list of SVTs are posted on AFT’s website. 
 
AFT manages the transactions of the Caisse de la Dette Publique (CDP – Public Debt Fund). In this 
capacity, AFT and the SVTs shall apply this charter to transactions with CDP. 
 
The SVTs make a formal undertaking to comply with this charter and its appendices by 
providing AFT’s Chief Executive with a copy of the charter signed by a member of senior 



 

management, as defined in the European Regulation on Credit Institutions and Investment Firms 
and by the compliance officer. If the signed charter is not submitted within 2 months of 
selection, the institution will be struck off the list of SVTs. 



 

 

A – Relations between SVTs and AFT 

A.1 – Undertakings concerning the primary market 

AFT prepares its transactions on the primary market in consultation with the SVTs and informs 
SVTs of any material changes to its issuance programme. 
 
a) Auctions 
Except in case of force majeure, each SVT shall bid at all auctions. Each SVT shall use every 
material and organisational means to ensure it bids at auctions, even when the back-up bidding 
procedure is used. 
 
SVTs shall be significant buyers at auctions, with average purchases over the previous 12 months 
of: 

- 2% of volumes sold through competitive bidding at each type of auction – BTFs, 
medium-term OATs1 (OAT MT), long-term OATs2 (OAT LT) and inflation-indexed 
OATs; 
or 

- 2% of the volumes sold through competitive bidding at three of the four types of auction 
and an arithmetic mean of at least 3% for the four types of auction combined. 

 
AFT shall make quarterly assessments of SVTs’ compliance with these undertakings and notify 
each SVT of its findings. 
 
SVTs may submit non- competitive bids (NCBs) at the end of each auction, with the exception 
of reverse auctions, in accordance with the terms specified in Appendix 3. AFT reserves the right 
to cancel an SVT’s right to submit NCBs if the SVT fails to bid at an auction without cause, or 
has failed to comply with the principles of this Charter. 
 
In order to ensure smooth operation of the secondary market, SVTs’ bidding at auctions is 
subject to the provisions of Appendix 1.2. 
 
b) Syndicated issues 
All SVTs participate in the placement syndicate for syndicated issues and ensure the proper 
functioning of the transaction in accordance with the tasks entrusted to each of them by AFT. 
The syndicate managers are appointed in consideration of their expertise on the market segment 
concerned, their place in the SVT ranking and their contribution to the planning and preparation 
of the transaction. The syndicate managers have a special responsibility for market-making on 
the secondary market for the security issued. 
 
c) Provision of issuance policy advice to AFT  
The SVTs shall advise AFT on the composition of issuance: 

- prior to the publication of the annual borrowing programme; 
 

                                                           
1 OAT issued at the auction held on the third Thursday of the month 
2 OAT issued at the auction held on the first Thursday of the month 



 

 

- during the week preceding each BTF auction, SVTs are required to participate in a 
teleconference or, if AFT so decides, in a meeting on AFT’s premises; 

- in the week preceding each OAT auction. SVTs are required to attend a meeting at the 
AFT premises, or a teleconference, if AFT decides to make an exception. 

 
SVTs shall maintain confidentiality of the discussions at these meetings and shall refrain from 
making any disclosures to third parties. 
This information can be disseminated internally to the SVT personnel directly concerned by the 
discussions, after notifying those persons of its confidential nature. AFT reserves the right to 
impose any penalty on an SVT that fails to comply with this requirement. 
 
In its assessment of SVTs’ contribution to the smooth conduct of primary transactions, AFT 
takes into account attendance at preparatory meetings and consistency between opinions 
expressed and transactions carried out. 
 

A.2 – Market-making on secondary markets and repo markets 

SVTs’ market-making supports the liquidity of the market for all French Treasury securities 
(BTFs, BTANs, OATs, inflation-linked BTANs, inflation-linked OATs, strips). Each SVT 
conducts significant transactions on the secondary market for French Treasury securities and the 
“grey” market in securities pending issue. Each SVT covers the entire range of products issued by 
AFT, as well as the repo market for Treasury securities, by quoting firm bid and ask prices on a 
continuous basis for customers and other SVTs. 
 
Each SVT quotes prices for other SVTs on a continuous basis through a multilateral trading 
facility in accordance with the facility rules and practices, which must comply with the rules 
defined by the SVT market committee. 
 
A 2% share of the secondary market is considered a reasonable minimum. 
 
SVTs may access a repo facility that provides temporary interest-bearing lending of French 
Treasury securities (OATs and BTANs, including inflation-indexed securities) in exchange for 
other French Treasury securities of an equivalent value to the lent securities. Applications for the 
use of this facility are made to AFT, which acts on behalf of CDP. Individual SVTs must sign a 
specific agreement with CDP to have access to this facility.  
 
SVTs shall notify AFT of decisions concerning the multilateral trading facilities that they use. 
SVTs also ensure that the best treatment is given to the French debt in such facilities. AFT’s 
annual assessment considers the information received about work by the industry associations to 
which the SVTs belong involving the organisation of financial markets , particularly work on 
regulatory changes. 
 

A.3 – Information and advice 

a) Market information and advice 
The SVTs provide daily information to AFT on market developments, on their transaction 



 

 

volume, or even, when they deem it relevant, on the nature of their customers and their own 
positions. 
 
b) Strategic and economic information, advice and research 
The SVTs systematically forward to AFT the output of their analysis and research staff on the 
sovereign bond market or the French Republic’s credit quality, in particular: 

- monetary policy, macro-economic and financial environment, public finance, and national 
structural policies in the main monetary zones; 

- developments in the finance sector; 
- asset allocation strategies of the main classes of investors. 

 
The SVTs give AFT free access to all analysis and research on the functioning of financial 
markets: fixed-income markets (sovereign supras and agencies, corporate and covered bonds, 
money market, derivatives), foreign-exchange markets, commodity markets, and other markets. 
 
AFT shall inform SVTs when it expects specific research and advice support from them on any 
topic or project. The SVTs may be given this information during the annual interview provided 
for in Article C 3. 
 
The SVTs shall organise meetings and foster periodic discussions between AFT and their teams 
of economists and strategists. Each SVT’s team must include an economist specialising in French 
issues who is based in Paris. This economist shall visit AFT periodically. 
 
AFT is ready to provide SVTs explanations and comments about French economic policy and 
European policy falling under its mandate. When necessary, AFT organises contacts between 
SVTs and the relevant personnel in the French administration. 
 

A.4 – Promotion of French Treasury securities 

SVTs shall endeavour to develop the placement of French Treasury securities with a broad and 
diversified community of investors as part of their business strategy. The SVTs shall work on a 
daily basis on research and sales force motivation. They shall also conduct more targeted one-off 
campaigns to promote certain products and features of French debt. AFT undertakes to support 
SVTs in this task, by participating in such campaigns when possible. SVTs shall provide AFT 
with periodic information about investor sentiment and involve AFT in their meetings with 
investors. 
 
In particular, AFT and the SVTs will need to organise joint campaigns to promote French 
Treasury securities (lectures or seminars, investors’ meetings, telephone meetings or 
videoconferences). On such occasions, SVTs will share their knowledge of investors, analysts and 
journalists in France or abroad with AFT. This shall not deprive AFT of its direct contacts with 
certain investors. SVTs shall support AFT in the organisation of its roadshows. 
 
SVTs consider that it is in their common interest to conduct annual opinion surveys of investors, 
who are asked to assess the functioning of the French debt market and the quality of their 
relationships with the SVTs. 



 

 

A.5 – Market ethics and practices 

For AFT, an essential aspect of the quality of the service provided to it by SVTs is their 
compliance with the rules of conduct and industry practices applicable to their operations on 
European fixed-income markets. Indeed, such compliance is an integral part of the promotion of 
French Treasury securities and more generally of euro-denominated fixed-income markets. AFT 
considers compliance in the annual assessment mentioned in Article C2, and when granting or 
renewing SVT status. 
 
The SVT market committee, on which AFT has observer status, drafts a code of conduct that 
sets specific rules of conduct for SVTs’ activities. The committee conveys the code of conduct 
to the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF) and makes the code public. 
 
The SVTs shall notify AFT of any proceedings brought against them in connection with any 
transaction involving French Treasury securities by any national authority, by an institution 
managing a market or a securities settlement system, a central counterparty or a clearing house in 
the European Union. The SVTs shall notify AFT of the outcome of such proceedings. 
 
AFT is ready to discuss and, where applicable, promote any regulatory change deemed advisable 
with the SVTs and the ICMA representative office in Paris. 
 
 
B. SVTs’ resources and organisation 

SVTs’ organisation shall enable each SVT to provide AFT with the service that the SVT has 
agreed to provide under this charter, regardless of geographic, legal and functional arrangements. 
This specifically concerns trading, back-office and risk-control activities, as well as distribution, 
economic research and strategy. 
 
SVTs shall give AFT immediate written notification of any change in their organisation.  
 
Commitments made under this charter pertaining to primary-market activity and market-making 
on the secondary and repo markets shall be incorporated into SVTs’ business continuity plans 
established in accordance with the regulations on investment firms. 
 

B.1 – SVT’s structure 

a) Closeness and stability of the relationship with AFT 
The quality of an SVT’s service depends on its understanding of AFT’s objectives and 
expectations. This requires building up a high level of mutual trust, forging a close and stable 
relationship over time. 
 
The physical presence of teams in France is critical for creating and maintaining this type of 
relationship successfully. AFT therefore considers that the overall presence of the SVTs’ 
resources in France and changes in these resources over time naturally reflect the SVTs’ 
commitment and lasting ability to provide the services expected. AFT considers these elements 
when assessing the quality of its relationship with each SVT (see Appendix 2.3). 



 

 

Another factor fostering a close and continuing relationship is SVTs’ organisation of periodic 
contacts between their management and the Minister for the Economy, the Director General of 
the Treasury and AFT’s Chief Executive to discuss issues related to fixed-income markets and 
public finance. 
 
If the SVT is not authorised as an investment firm in France, then the SVT must have a branch 
in France. 
 
The SVTs organisation must take into account the fact that French is AFT’s working language. 
 
b) Securities settlement, back-office and risk control 
SVTs must ensure that their administrative, accounting and risk-control units and their links with 
the central securities depository (CSD) for French Treasury securities and the securities 
settlement systems are all fully effective. The SVT shall have its own distinct and clearly identified 
account number with the CSD for the French Treasury securities for the settlement of auctions, 
syndicated issues, buybacks, stripping and reconstitution operations on Treasury securities, in 
accordance with the rules established by the Economic Interest Grouping for the stripping and 
reconstitution of Treasury securities, and settlement of cash lending and borrowing operations 
with AFT. 
 
The SVT must be able to conclude cash lending or borrowing transactions with AFT until 6.00 
p.m. Paris time. 
 
Each SVT shall designate one of its employees as the back office manager, to act as the prime 
correspondent for dealing with AFT on matters related to the back-office processing of 
transactions. The manager is responsible for solving problems and answering any questions that 
may be asked. 
 
The SVT shall also have a middle office for communicating with AFT and with market 
institutions. 
 
Each SVT shall waive, in favour of AFT, the professional secrecy requirement binding on the 
CSD for French Treasury securities, the manager of the securities settlement system, the clearing 
house and the custodian that the SVT uses for its French Treasury securities transactions. This 
waiver is granted for the purposes of monitoring service quality. AFT shall give the SVTs 
advance notice of the periodic or ad-hoc information requests that it makes to the securities 
settlement system and clearing house. 
 
In the event of failure to deliver securities after 3:00 p.m. Paris time, the SVT that caused the 
suspension shall authorise the manager of the settlement system, the clearing house or its 
custodian system to disclose its name to the counterparties concerned to facilitate settlement of 
transactions. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

B.2 – SVT manager and business line managers  

a) The SVT manager 
An SVT manager coordinates all relationships between AFT and the SVT. The SVT manager 
shall have the authority and resources required to ensure that the SVT addresses requests made 
by AFT. The SVT manager shall designate an alternate, with the same powers, to act as a 
substitute in his or her absence. 
 
The SVT manager coordinates contacts between AFT and the SVT employees involved in its 
relationship with AFT for the business lines listed in b). The SVT manager ensures proper 
internal dissemination of information about AFT and French Treasury securities. He or she 
ensures that market information is forwarded to AFT and that the SVT attends the meetings 
organised by AFT. 
 
The SVT manager is responsible for the SVT’s compliance with the SVT charter. 
 
b) Business line managers 
At least once a year, the SVT manager shall give AFT the names and contact information of: 

- managers in charge of trading in French Treasury securities and liquid fixed-income 
derivatives, 

- the money market manager, 
- the fixed-income sales manager, 
- the economist referred to under Article A-3b) and, where appropriate, the economist for 

the euro area as a whole, 
- the interest-rate and inflation strategy managers, 
- the origination and syndication managers, 
- the back-office and risk control manager referred to in Article B - 1.b), 
- the compliance officer. 

This list shall also be submitted to the SVT market committee, which will make it available to all 
SVTs. 
 
The SVT manager also provides AFT with updated lists of operators in contact with AFT for 
transactions and settlement. He or she must also ensure that the list of operators in contact with 
the Banque de France is up to date. 
 
 
C - Monitoring, assessment and selection of the SVTs 

C.1 – Monitoring and verification of resources for SVT operations 

SVTs and their agents and employees involved in the relationship with AFT are subject to this 
charter and its appendices. 
 
AFT may conduct on-site and off-site verifications of SVTs’ compliance with their obligations or 
may appoint a third party to conduct such verifications. 
 
For the purposes of the verifications that the third party carries out at AFT’s request and on 
AFT’s behalf, the third party shall have access to all necessary information. More specifically, it 



 

 

shall verify the accuracy of the statistical information sent to AFT and shall report its findings to 
AFT. The SVT shall authorise the third party appointed by AFT to carry out its investigations not 
only in its establishment in France, but also in all other establishments involved in SVT 
operations. The SVT shall, if necessary, ensure that such authorisation is approved by the 
supervisory authorities of any country or countries concerned. 
 
Each year, the SVT shall give AFT the risk limits set for traders in French Treasury securities as 
well as the extent to which they are used. The SVT shall immediately notify AFT when it learns 
that its rating has been upgraded or downgraded by one of the external rating agencies recognised 
by the European Central Bank. As of today, these agencies are DBRS, Fitch, Moody’s and 
Standard & Poor’s. 
 
Each month, the SVTs shall report to AFT on their transactions on the secondary market for 
French Treasury securities. The SVTs shall submit all of the information required by: 

- the harmonised reporting format for European secondary debt markets prepared by the 
European Union Economic and Financial Committee’s Sub-Committee on EU Sovereign 
Debt Markets, which is available on the EFC website 
(http://europa.eu/efc/sub_committee/); 

- the document entitled “specific activity report on securities repurchase operations,” using 
the format provided by AFT. 

 
These reports must be validated by the SVT manager or alternate and reach AFT by the 13th 
business day of each month. AFT may ask for an additional special report on an ad-hoc basis. 
 
The compliance officer shall make a written commitment on the reliability of the process for the 
compiling and transmitting these statistics. The compliance officer represents in particular that 
the process gives a true and fair view of the market-maker’s operations with customers, 
transactions related to managing interest-rate risk exposure in the SVT’s book and any 
proprietary trading. 
 
AFT undertakes to protect the confidentiality of the information transmitted by the SVTs. Unless 
otherwise indicated, the information aggregated by AFT is communicated to the SVTs for 
internal use only. AFT reserves the right to use some of the aggregated data for the promotion of 
French Government debt securities and the Government’s general communication policy. 
 
Each month, AFT sends each SVT: 

- an aggregated report on all counterparties in the harmonised format described above; 
- a summary report indicating its market share and ranking on the secondary market (cash and 

repo) and per type of product (fixed-rate bonds, inflation-indexed bonds, strips and BTFs). 
 
Each quarter, AFT sends each SVT: 

- a summary report indicating: 
o its market share and ranking in all auctions since the beginning of the calendar year 

and for each type of product (OAT LT, OAT MT, inflation-indexed OAT and 

http://europa.eu/efc/sub_committee/


 

 

BTF)3 
o its market share and ranking on the secondary market by product type (fixed-rate 

bonds, inflation-indexed bonds, strips and BTFs)4; 
- a summary report indicating its market share on gross sales by geographical zone and by 

product type (fixed-rate bonds, inflation-indexed bonds, strips and BTFs). 
 
SVTs authorise transmission of data on their CDS (credit default swap) activity on French bonds to 
AFT. 
 

C.2 – SVT assessment criteria 

The assessment of the SVTs considers all of their tasks and the implementation of these tasks 
defined in this charter and its appendices. 
Three factors are used to assess the relative efforts of each SVT. The first factor is participation 
at the auctions. The second factor relies on monthly data supplied by SVTs concerning their 
secondary market operations. The third factor is AFT’s assessment of the quality of its 
relationship with the SVT. The criteria used to assess the quality of the relationship are explained 
in Appendix 2. 
 
AFT discloses its assessment in the form of an annual league table ranking the top SVTs. SVTs 
are informed of the ranking terms beforehand. The ranking of the SVTs considers three 
assessment factors with the following weightings: 40% for participation in the primary market, 
30% for operations on the secondary market and 30% for the qualitative assessment. 
 
Each quarter, AFT notifies each SVT of its position on the primary and secondary markets. AFT 
notifies SVTs of changes in its assessment of service quality as necessary. 
 

C.3 – Annual assessment meeting 

An annual assessment meeting is held between AFT and each SVT. The SVT manager and his or 
her alternate attend the meeting. 
The purpose of the meeting is to assess the service provided by the SVT during the previous year 
on the basis of the assessment criteria defined in this charter and to discuss anticipated changes 
for the next year. The assessment gives rise to a written report. 
 

C.4 – Selection of the SVTs 

SVTs are selected by the Minister in charge of the Economy, acting on the recommendation of 
the Director General of the Treasury, who is the Chairman of AFT. The Director General of the 
Treasury may seek the advice of a selection committee in order to draft his recommendations. 
The institutions concerned by this procedure are notified in due time and are informed of the 

                                                           
3 The market share in question is the weighted market share, calculated using the method described in 
Appendix 2.1. 
4 The market share in question is the weighted market share, calculated using the method described in 
Appendix 2.1. 



 

 

membership of the committee by AFT’s Chief Executive. 
 

C.5 – Enforcement of the charter 

In the event of any violation of this charter, AFT may decide to suspend some or all of the SVT’s 
operations, for such period as AFT shall determine and downgrade the qualitative assessment in 
the annual ranking. 
 
In the event of a serious violation, AFT shall propose to the Minister suspension or striking-off 
of the SVT. Such suspension or striking-off shall be made public. 
 
AFT may take the same steps in the event of any material changes in the operations or situation 
of an SVT that is contrary to the proper enforcement of the charter. 
 
French law shall be the governing law for any dispute between the Government and an SVT. 
 
This charter is transmitted for information purposes to the Autorité des Marchés Financiers and to 
the supervisory authority in charge of the SVTs within the meaning of the European Markets in 
Financial Instruments Directive. 
 


